The Evelina P. Lamont House is located along the south side of Copper Mine Road on a well-shaded lot. The surrounding neighborhood contains a variety of residential architecture dating from the mid-nineteenth century to present.
This gable-to-street house has a five bay facade featuring six-over-one paired sash. A pedimented porch hood supported by brackets protects the multi-paned entry door. The entrance is accessible by cobblestone steps with corner piers. The gable end exhibits a central fanlight above the porch.

In 1850 Alpheus Porter (1815-1904, b. Avon), son to Romanta and Rachel (Webster) Porter, married Mary D. Hatch (1826-1901), daughter to Calvin and Mary (Whittlesey) Hatch, thereby uniting several of the earliest family names to have settled in Farmington's West District. Calvin Hatch and his son-in-law Alpheus were both farmers owning neighboring homes on Copper Mine Road as well as other land in the area. The triangular lot at 69 Copper Mine Road was owned by Alpheus at least since 1886, and apparently remained vacant until 1903 when he sold it to his daughter Evelina Maria Lamont (FLR 66:547; 71:639). She was born Eva Marie Porter in 1864 and had married Scots-born William J. Lamont in 1895. Eva M. mortgaged her property for $700 with buildings in 1904 to the Collinsville Savings Society (FLR 72:218), indicating that the house was built between 1903 and 1904. The Lamonts remained there until 1939 when they sold this property to Gustave A. Eigle (FLR 92:296).

This house is historically significant through its association with the area's early farming families.